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Recommendations

This semester, our class has learned a lot of valuable information about CASO’s role at Bowling
Green State University (BGSU). For example, the presentation explained several sociological and
psychological factors behind how offenders often dehumanize sex – calling victims derogatory
names, creating fantasies instead of seeing victims as real people with families and friends who
love them, etc.). We also learned the benefits and dangers of various communication methods
related to CASO. For example, the group presentations became a great way to engage audience
through face to face contact and allowed CASO to have more control in directing the experience,
but we saw how audiences’ personal feelings can effect the experience as well. The knowledge we
received was visualized through our communication and documentation which was created so
users can make decisions that are sensitive to a client’s needs.
This proposal outlines important considerations like audience, research, focus, design and delivery
method experienced throughout the projects, then presents recommendations for future activities to
enhance and expand the valuable functions of CASO at BGSU.

Class Summary

The scope of various visual communication elements including video, audio, icons/graphics, text,
interactivity, and images/photos have been supported throughout the semester through
collaboration with various CASO personnel, class lectures/materials, guest speakers and related
classwork.
This knowledge combined with the existing knowledge of various team members and was
organized and put into action in a unique social structure of talent that consistently worked and
communicated together for a purpose. This process included identifying categories, creating an
analytical plan/timeline, scheduling of tasks and producing a budget, or in this case, a list of
resources and time available to complete projects that show users how CASO can benefit and
impact clients. The project teams worked to make easy-to-use components that guided users to
information they want to know or didn’t originally seek or would not normally receive.
User testing and feedback from CASO personnel was especially valuable in this process. We were
able to validate/revise content, analyze user reactions and consider the complexity of media might
offend and/or overwhelm the user. The teams worked to use all available resources (and their
locations) that fall under CASO to produce detailed information and communication. We want
these resources to expand CASO’s role as an “interactive advocate” to reach more users.
Recommendations
The CASO acronym would be spelled out in all materials and communication along with
mottos/phrases like “here to help” to increase branding/name recognition and user
comprehensive through repeatability. Repeatable educational pieces (mock trial videos,
presentations, CD-ROMs, trade show materials etc.) with limited space for documentation would
include the CASO logo and the acronym spelled out.
Website recommendations include improved navigation so users can find information more
quickly, FAQs/decision tree/victim profile pages, a shorter Website domain name
(caso.bgsu.edu), a list of CASO supporters and creation of a resource links page that might
include existing CASO materials like a PDF file of Stall Talk plus related Websites like
www.nsvrc.org, health.yahoo.com/health/centers/sexual_health/00018720,
www.sexcriminals.com/forums. The Website has to stress active over passive while
incorporating repeatability and ease of use to increase CASO’s overall awareness. The user
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shouldn’t be waiting for something to happen (e.g. an attention grabbing index page, possibly
produced in Flash, which leads users to important information)
The print campaign might include a comprehensive/core advertisement piece, like a poster and a
consolidation/revision of the existing brochures. Use the BG News, BGSU Marketing &
Communications and other local public relations groups in the community to create
collaborations and face-to-face meetings with new and existing network partners (e.g. get
existing partners to increase their involvement by adding the CASO logo to their related print
materials). Feedback should also be sought from all new and existing CASO contacts while
expanding public relations efforts to incoming BGSU freshman, campus police personnel, local
churches, managers, HR departments, local civic organizations and local community cable
channel (Time Warner) and various non-profit resources for additional exposure/collaboration.
A visual/interactive “launch event”, combined with a redesigned Website, could also lead more
people to CASO (e.g. “Unheard Voices” touring sculptures event) while promoting/supporting
existing media like the presentations and Stall Talk. This special “Unheard Voices” art exhibit
appeared recently at Ohio University and was originated in California (see www.pftf.com/uv-
agreement.htm for more details).
Internally, CASO could benefit from a training video (based on existing training plans which are
currently at a 6 hour length). This video would take the audience through the entire process step-
by-step with concluding comments from Barbara and/or Executive Committee members. The
video could also be transferred into a VCD/DVD and/or Web format to increase CASO
communications as an educational tool at health fairs and other public events in the community.
Interactive media pieces, like The CASO Quiz Show, have a great ability to motivate users to learn
about CASO information they’re unable to observe in normal circumstances. The user becomes
more comfortable in an environment they can control as they consider what CASO can do for
them. CASO can control the communication/messages and update the content when needed.
CASO should keep feedback/contact information available at all times throughout interactive
media pieces so users who become extremely proficient with the materials can be contacted for
additional help or even be recruited for work with CASO.
Market research (e.g. surveys of BGSU students and faculty) could help CASO further educate
users about sexual assault, an issue that people hardly talk about. All recommendations can lead
users to CASO personnel/group and/or one-on-one presentations that discuss sexual assault issues
in detail.
During the semester, we’ve considered important visual communication elements like audience,
focus and delivery method to help users realize what CASO can do for them. We’ve reviewed a
wide range of materials then synthesized that communication to create pieces that build CASO
prominence in the community and create social interaction with a wide audience. We strived to
make users view CASO as a valuable conduit/resource while respecting the seriousness, challenges
and boundaries of sexual assault. We wish you the best in the future and thank you for this
wonderful experience.


